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How to Make Speech Sounds 

 

It is useful to use a mirror so that the child can see what they are doing with their mouth and can 

copy your mouth movements. 

 

Always work on listening and awareness before you work on making the speech sounds.  This 

could involve thinking about whether the sound is a loud/quiet/long/short sound or listening to two 

similar sounds and discriminating between them. 

 

Remember that you need to work on the sound by itself to begin with.  It is much harder to 

combine the sound with vowels and then to put it into a word. 

 

1. Lip Sounds 

 

p and b 

 Lips together. 

 Use the sound pictures and use actions to accompany the sounds. 

 Some children find it difficult to get enough pressure to say a strong p or b sound.  Try 

catching a bubble on a bubble wand and making it wobble whilst saying p p p. 

 p and b are made in the same place but b is a loud sound and p is a quiet sound. 

 

f and v 

 Top teeth on bottom lip and blow through teeth. 

 Use a mirror to show the child what to do. 

 Use the sound pictures. 

 Some children need to practice blowing (e.g. through straws/ bubbles/ ping pong balls 

across the table) before they can make these sounds. 

 f and v are made in the same place but v is a loud sound and f is a quiet sound. 

 

m 

 Lips together. 

 Think about sound coming down nose rather than out of mouth. 

 Use the sound picture of a jelly as a cue (rub tummy and say mmmmmmmm). 

 This is a loud sound. 
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2. Tongue Tip Sounds 

 

t and d 

 Use a mirror to show the child how to place tongue tip behind top teeth. 

 Get the child to place finger on tip of tongue and behind top teeth so that they can feel 

where their tongue is supposed to go. 

 

 

 Use the sound pictures and actions to practice making the sounds. 

 t and d are made in the same place but d is a loud sound and t is a quiet sound. 

 

s and z 

 Teeth together and blow through teeth. 

 Smile. 

 Use the sound card and pretend to be a snake. Ssssssss. 

 Try not to stick tongue out between teeth. 

 Practice blowing games. 

 The tongue needs to be up behind the top teeth (but not touching as for t and d sounds) 

to make the sounds. 

 s and z are made in the same place but z is a loud sound and s is a quiet sound. 

 

n 

 This is made in the same way as d but the sound comes down the nose. 

 Practice feeling the difference between d and n (mouth and nose sounds). 

 Use the sound picture for n to emphasise that it is a “nose” sound. 

 n is a loud sound. 

 

3. Back of Tongue Sounds 

 

k and g 

 Emphasise that these are back sounds. 

 Use dragon tongue to show where it is made. 

 Ask child to point to front and back of their own tongue. 

 Sometimes asking the child to put a finger on the front of the tongue to hold it down and 

then to say t shows them how to move the back of their tongue to make the k sound. 

 K and g are made in the same place but k is a quiet sound and g is a loud sound. 

 

4. Other sounds 
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sh 

 Round lips. 

 Teeth together.  

 Blow through teeth. 

 Use a mirror and the sound picture to demonstrate. 

 Pretend to tell someone to be quiet. Put a finger up to mouth while saying shshshshsh. 

 sh is a quiet sound. 

 

l 

 Use mirror and sound picture to practice. 

 Pretend to lick a lolly. 

 Put tongue tip up to top lip. 

 l is a loud sound. 

 

r 

 Remember that this is a sound that develops later on (after 5-6 years).  Many people 

never manage to make this sound. 

 Round lips but do not put lips together. 

 Use the sound picture to practice roaring like a lion. 

 Try lifting upper lip with finger to get the idea. 

 Practice saying r and then w to feel the difference between the sounds. 

 r is a loud sound. 

 

ch and j 

 These sounds are made up of two sounds. 

 ch is t + sh (quiet). 

 j is d + y (loud). 

 Practice saying the two sounds separately and then gradually bring them closer 

together (e.g. t……….sh, t…sh, tsh, ch). 

 Use the sound picture for ch to make train noises ch ch ch. 

 

Some children find it easier to say quiet sounds than loud sounds.  To increase their awareness, it 

sometimes helps for children to put their hands on their voice boxes whilst saying ‘ah’ to feel their 

fingers buzzing.  See if they can also do this to make the loud sounds. 

 

 


